
JESSICA JOHNSON
4474 W14th ave
Vancouver, BC V6R 2Y3
(778) 938-5377
jess@jessica-johnson.ca
http://portfolio.jessica-johnson.ca

OBJECTIVE
To obtain a full time New Grad position as a Software Engineer.

EDUCATION
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC
Bachelor of Science, Conferred May 2013
Combined Degree in Computer Science and Physics

COURSES

Computer Science Physics
Computer Graphics Quantum Mechanics
Geometric Modelling Electricity and Magnetism
Intermediate Algorithm Analysis and Design Linear Algebra
Intro to Software engineering Advanced Multivariable Calculus
Functional and Logic Programming Partial Differential Equations

TECHNICAL SKILLS

Knowledge of C++, Java, Python, Matlab, CSS, OSX, Windows OS

PERSONAL PROJECTS
Location Based Story Game Hootsuite and UBC Ladies Hackathon, June 2013

◦ Working alone I made the base for a location based story game for android using Phonegap, Parse
cloud based storage, and the Google Places API.

◦ The game is not yet complete and is a project I am continuing to work on.

◦ Find the full description at http://portfolio.jessica-johnson.ca/shop/location-based-story-game/

◦ Frameworks: Phonegap, Parse, Languages: Javascript, HTML, CSS

Top Down 3D Game A Thinking Ape Monkey House Hackathon, February 2013
◦ In a team of 3 a top down 3D game was created in one weekend. Our game won first place.

◦ As godzilla your task is to run around the map eating citizens before they escape, the more you catch
the higher your score.

◦ I worked on the algorithm to move Godzilla or the citizens based on different inputs, the fire, and other
code to enable the game interactions between Godzilla, the citizens, and the world.

◦ Find the game and description at http://portfolio.jessica-johnson.ca/shop/a-thinking-ape-hackathon/

◦ Engine: Unity, Language: Javascript

3D First Person Fighting Game Global Game Jam, January 2013
◦ In a team of 4 created a 3D first person zombie fighting game with 5 levels and a variety of puzzle

aspects. I made the second and fourth levels, the start and end screens, as well as a variety of
programming aspects to connect functionality between the player, the zombies, and the world.

◦ Find the game and description at http://portfolio.jessica-johnson.ca/shop/ggj2013/

◦ Engine: Unity, Language: Javascript

Website: http://AlwaysActing.com Personal Project, Currently in Progress
◦ Self taught CSS to redesign look of website

◦ Wrote all content

◦ Focus on helping people who are new to the acting industry
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SCHOOL PROJECTS
GWT Web App CS 310: Intro to Software Engineering, October 2013

◦ In a team of 4 created a GWT web app over the course of 6 weeks using agile program development.

◦ I handled the parsing of a kmz file from Data Vancouver and interpreting it to a useable format,
organizing, sorting, and displaying the data, and uploading and retaining photos.

◦ http://vancouverprojectgraffiti2.appspot.com

◦ Language: Java, Grade Received: A+

3D Game in C++ and OpenGL CS 314: Graphics, April 2012
◦ Working in a team of two a basic 3D game was created in one week.

◦ Armed with an axe you navigate the main character around to avoid or attack evil robots who decrease
your health if they catch you. Health orbs are placed around the map that will increase your health.

◦ Collision detection implemented to enable attacks and health orb pickups; Glossy and diffuse shaders
written in glsl.

◦ Landuage: C++, Grade Received: A

Guitar Chord Recognition Phys 318: Acoustics, March 2012
◦ Working in a team of two, given an input song or guitar recording the program will determine what

chords were played

◦ This is determined through frequency analysis and mathematical manipulation

◦ Language: Matlab, Grade Received: A-

The Chaotic Rhythms of A Dripping Faucet Phys 409: Experimental Physics, Jan-Feb 2012
◦ Completed an experiment to study the chaotic rhythms of a dripping faucet.

◦ All data analysis was performed with Python and Matlab

◦ Paper can be found at http://portfolio.jessica-johnson.ca/shop/chaos/

◦ Grade Received: A

WORK EXPERIENCE
Actor, Stand-in, Background Performer 2003 - Current

Self Employed, Camrose, AB to Vancouver, BC

◦ Performed small roles in movies, tv shows and commercials

◦ Completed an extensive amount of background work

◦ Summarized profile at http://www.agencyclick.com/jessicajohnson/resume

TLS Help Desk Summer 2011, Summer 2012
University of Alberta, Camrose, AB

◦ Troubleshot technical issues with Mac and Windows Software/Hardware

◦ Optimized and conducted the upgrade to Windows 7 of all campus computers

Assistant Manager Feb 2007 - Nov 2008
Dollarama, Camrose, AB

◦ Organized the work and cooperation of a team of 15 employees

◦ Handled employee and customer disputes

◦ Performed administrative duties

ACTIVITIES
Foster Volunteer for Vancouver Orphan Kitten Rescue Association (VOKRA)
Full union member of Alliance of Canadian Cinema, Television and Radio Artists (ACTRA)

HOBBIES
Video Games, Acting, Programming, Snowboarding, Reading
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